Introduction
A simplified model which governs many physical processes such as seismic and acoustic wave propagation is the following linear acoustic wave equation: where a = a( x) is the logarithrn of the density, c = c( x) is the sound speed of the medium, and f = f(x, t) is the source term which introduces the energy to the problem. If a, c and f are given along with appropriate side conditions, the forward ( or direct) problem is to determine u = u(:r, t), the excess pressure. For appropriate choices of a, c, and J, u is determined uniquely by standard linear hyperbolic theory of partial differential equations (p.cl.e.). Thus the problem stated aboYc defines a map from the coefficients to the solution of the wave equation. In this paper, we study an aspect of the regularity of this map, or rather its composition with the trace on a time-like hypersurface. Throughout this work we shall restrict ourselves to the special case of constant velocity c, though we believe that the ideas in this work may be extended to cover some more general cases.
To fix ideas, write :r E IRn as (x', Xn), where x' E IRn-1 , Xn E IR. We assume that the problem is set in the whole space IRn and 'U = 0 in the past (t < 0). Take f(x, t) = 8(x, t) as an ideal point source. Thus u is the retarded fundamental solution: Du. 1l Va· 'vu= 8(x, t) , (x, t) E IRn x IR 0. t < 0, where D is defined to be of -6., and 6. is the Laplacian. It is our main goal in this work to determine appropriate spaces of the domain and range of F for which the formal derivative DF is bounded.
Throughout this paper, we shall always assume that Q of order zero with ES( Q) ~ f and q = I on I n { (x, e) : Jel > 1} such that C can be bounded in terms of llwlls,11 + IIQwll,·,11·
The following is the statement of our main result which will be proved in the sections which follow.
Theorem 1.1 Assume either that
(i) n ~ :3, .s > rna:r{:3 + n/2, l + n -1}, and a 0 E Hs(IR,n) or (ii) n = 2, 8 > ma:i:{4, l + 1}, and ao E HS n H::C 31 2 
({(x,e): en= O}).

Then under the assumption (A)
. the following estimate holds (1.8) where the constant C depends on the HS -1wrm (n ~ 3) or the HS n H::C 31 2( { ( X' e) : en = 0} )-norm of a 0 (n = 2) but is independent of 8cr.
The study of the forward map is motivated by the inverse problem which arises in reflection seismology, oil exploration, ground-penetrating radar, etc. Mathematically, the inverse problem is to determine the coefficient a by knowing additional boundary value conditions of u. Since the inverse problem is just to invert the functional relation F, we are naturally interested in all the properties of this forward map.
To understand the problem, let us look at a simple exploration seismology experiment: Near the surface of the earth, a seismic source is fired at some point (point source). The seismic waves propagate into the earth. Since the earth's structure varies ( as do its physical properties) part of the energy of the wave will be reflected back to the surface and can be measured. The inverse problem is to deduce the interior properties of the earth from the recorded data.
A simple model of this refiection seismic inverse problem in this context is: given data
or perhaps minimizing the error (Fdata -F(a)) in some norm. Numerical solution of this problem by means of Newton's method and its relatives requires a choice of Banach space structure in the space of models a and in the space of data F( a) (see e.g. Kantorovich and Akilov [15] ), in such a way that F is singular. The simplest regularity property of Fis boundedness of DF, which is discussed in this paper. We believe that similar arguments will establish smoothness of F and allow investigation of coercive properties of DF, as is required by the theory of optimization.
The most efficient relatives of Newton's method, the quasi-Newton, conjugate gradient, and variable metric methods, a.11 require a Hilbert space structure on the space and models. This fact accounts for our reliance on the L 2 -based Sobolev spaces in this work. When the spatial dimension is one or c and a depend only on Xn (layered problem) there is a large literature available. For a similar problem in which the medium was assumed to be excited by an impulsive load on the surface { Xn = O} instead of point sources, the properties of the forward map have been studied fairly satisfactorily by Symes and others (see Symes [25] for references). It was shown by Symes that, for the constant wave speed case, the forward map defines a C 1 -difJeomorphism between open sets in certain Hilbert spaces by applying the method of geometrica.l optics together with energy estimates.
When the spatia.l dimension n > 1 and c, a depend on all space variables (nonlayered problem), very little is known in mathematics. Symes [23, 24] , Sacks and Symes [21] , Rakesh [18] , and Sun [22] have some partial results. The difficulties are essentially due to the ill-posed nature of the timelike hyperbolic Cauchy problem and the presence of nonsmooth coefficients. For the one dimensional wave equation, both coordinate directions are spacelike, which indicates that the problcn1 is hyperbolic with respect to both directions. Apparently, this is not the case when the spatia.l dimension is larger than one.
Rakesh in [18] looked at a rela.ted linearized velocity inversion problem with constant density and point sources. Assurning smooth background velocity, he obtained some results on both upper and lower bounds for the linearized forward map. The essential observation in Rakesh's work is that DF is a Fourier integra.l operator (see also Beylkin [7] ). Unfortunately, the calculus of Fourier integral operators employed in Rakesh's work is not applicable to the nonsmooth reference velocity case since the linearized forward map is a Fourier integral operator only when the reference velocity is smooth. In [23], Symes gave a pair of examples, based on the geometric optics construction, which show that both DF(l) and DF(l)-1 are unbounded for a slightly different problem. As the examples show, within the Sobolev scales no strengthening or weakening of topologies of the domain and range can make both DF and DF-1 bounded. This fact also implies a strategy of regularization: Change the topology in the domain so that DF becomes bounded, then ask for optimal regularization of D p-1 in the sense of best possible lower bound estimate for DF. In both examples of Symes, the unboundedness was caused by rapid oscillation of o-in the x'-direction or the tangential directions, hence the problem is actually "partially well-posed", i.e., only more smoothness of the coefficients in tangential directions ( essentially grazing ray directions) will be required to cure the difficulty. This might be the main reason the anisotropic Sobolev spaces II"'·" ( lRn) or Horn:iander spaces, were introduced in [21] and [22] . [24] ). In some sense, this was confirmed by Bao and Symes [2] where we were able to prove a trace theorem for the solutions of general linear p. It is known that in their applications to nonlinear wave equations, most of the results based on Rauch 's lemma ( or the method of Fourier analysis) are limited to relatively weak singularities. This work exhibits that to some extent, strong singularities appearing in the linear wave equation ( e.g. the fundamental solution) can also be tackled by this Fourier analysis method with the help of a duality argument and the progressing wave expansion. The relation between the coefficients and solution with strong singularities remains to be fully understood, especially when the coefficients are less regular.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, a regularity theorem for the solution of the model problem is established. To serve this purpose, a dual problem is introduced. A crucial step is the derivation of an explicit estimate from Homander's result on propagation of singularities. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of our main theorem. The main ingredients of our proof are: microlocal regularity analysis of the solutions for the transport equations; a microlocal version of the classica.l trace theorem; and regularity study of the dual problem.
Notation. Throughout this paper, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic calculus of Pseudodifferential Operators (" 1/-ul.o. ") as stated in Taylor [26] [.5 ], see also Rauch [19] . For simplicity, C serves as a generalized positive constant the precise value of which is not needed.
Warning. \Vhen the reference density a-0 is smooth, most of the regularity results for the forward map in this work will follow more easily from the calculus of Fourier Integral Operators. For a standard text on F. I. 0. we refer to Duistermaat [11] or Hormander [13] . However, this technique fails with the appearance of the nonsmooth reference density, an assumption important in this work.
Regularity of the Fundamental Solution
Since the excess pressure u in the model equation is in fact the fundamental solution, in order to study the regularity of the forward map, the regularity of the fundamental solution must be understood. It is evident that the real obstacle here is the singular right-hand side so that none of the propagation of singularity results could be applied directly. A natural way to cure this difficulty is by employing the Hadamard theory of progressing wave expansion.
We refer the reader to Courant and Hilbert [10] or Friedlander [12] for a detail study on the method of progressing wave expansions. According to Hadamard's construction, the fundamental solution may be represented as a sum of the principal part and remainder. One can then study the remainder by the Beals-Reed type propagation of singularity theorem. However, a. great drawback of this idea is that additional regularity is needed to regularize the remainder term. In this section, we develop a new approach based on the method of microlocal analysis. A clua.l problem is introduced so that the regularity study of the fundamental solution may be transformed into regularity study of the dual problem which has a smooth right hand side. In this process, a crucial step is to derive an estimate out of Hormander's theorem on propagation of singularities. As one might expect, with the presence of nonsmooth coefficients, the Rauch-type results and some commutator results will be demanded.
.5
Statement of result, preliminaries
Consider a problem obtained by integrating the model problem in the time variable, (D -9c:ro · 9)vo = <5-"; 1 
(t)8(x), (x, t) E IR,n+l
The following is a regularity theorem for the fundamental solution.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that l + n/2 < s and c:r 0 E Hs (IR.n). Then for Vo solving the equation In order to establish Theorem 2.1, we need the following results. The first was originally established by Bony [8] and was extended by Meyer [16] . See also Beals [4] for a different proof. We also need a Ga.rcling's type inequality concerning the microlocal ellipticity. Here constants C2 and C3 depend on IJVo-olls fork -2 + n/2 < s.
Thus the bootstrap arguments on P 0 will accomplish the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We study the regularity of v 0 through its dual problem. To simplify the arguments on the dual problem, we make use of the symmetric form of (2.1) by introducing p( x) = e-uo. Then (2.1) becomes l . 2 
Now let us look at a dual problem to (2.8),
where \]i E Cg:'(D) with n = {JR" x (O.Ti)} n {t > lxl + co}, for Eo > 0 small. Note that, this equation may be reformulated as
Thus if we can show that for any \JI E C';;'>( n) • ES(Q 2 ) is a small conic neighborhood of set of null bicharacteristics of the wave operator D passing over n 1 ;
• Q 1 is microloca.lly smoothing on the null bicharacteristics passing over f!i. 
Let w solve the dual problem (2.9), w 1 solve the following problem
We have 1(8~;vo, \JJ)I l(t'o,D~;01w)I < i(01uo,D~,w)I + l(01vo,w1)I < CIU?'..,u;(n-l)/ 2 w)(0,0)I + Cl(cf(n-l)/ 2 w1)(0,0)I. 
where u 0 is the solution of the model problem corresponding to the reference density a-o. The linearized forward map can be defined as
where ¢(.r,t) E CcnIR"+ 1 ) is supported inside the conoid {t > lxl}, and near {xn = O}.
Once again we consider a related problem,
where DU= at~V and Vo solves
Vo= Q , t < 0.
Observe that for l E ffi, IIDF(cro)bo-111 I I (</>bu) lxn=oll1 < Cjj(cpv) lxn=O !111' (3.3) (3.4) (3.5) where / 1 denotes l + ( n -l) /2. Thus the real challenge here is to get an appropriate trace regularity estimate for 1• on a time-like hypersurface {xn = O}.
Before getting into the details of the proof, let us first make the following general remarks on this theorem:
The estimate ( 1.8) has a similar form to a Rakesh's theorem (Theorem 2.5 in [18] ). Actually, we conjecture that a formal extension of our proof here could lead to an elementary proof of his theorem. On the contrary, the principal tool of Rakesh's proof, calculus of Fourier integral operators, is not available when the reference density is nonsmooth.
Our approach enjoys the beauty of the method of energy estimates, that is, it possesses useful information on various pararnet.ers involved in the estimates.
Some useful results
Hadamard's construction leads to the progressing wave expansion for Vo, Observe that all the transport cqw,tions have the same principal part "vT · "v which is a smooth vector field. 'T'herefore. in order to understand the regularity of the solutions to (3.12)-(3.15) it is essential to stndy tlie properties of this smooth vector field. The following is a microlocal regularity result for the solutions of transport equations. It indicates that a refined regularity result can be achieved microlocally a.way from the characteristic variety of the wave opera.tor, in contrast to a direct application of the energy estimates. This result will be used frequently throughout the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let </>' be </>k, we finally obtain IIQ</>ulls.11:::; CjjQ'¢'Vulls-1,rl' + CjjJullr,rl' which completes our proof.
D
We also need the following sta11dard result for hyperbolic p.d.e, as well as the estimates involving in its proof. See, for example, Chaza.rain-Piriou [9] for the idea of the proof. The following is the version stated in Bea.ls [5] .
Lemma 3.2 (Linear Energy Inequality) Let p(:z:, D) be a pa1'tial differential operator of or-
der rn on IRn+i, strictly hyperbolic with respect to the plane { Xn+i = 0} J and let u satisfy
Next, we present a. trace regularity result. 
Microlocal version of trace theorem
The classical trace theorem in Sobolev spaces characterizes the regularity of a distribution restricted to a hypersurface. Dealing with inverse problems, one always has to face a difficult but crucial question: \Vhen do<'s the restriction operator commute with another operator of interest? The result i11 this subsection indicates that a simple microlocal trace theorem, which not only works on the space restriction but also on the phase restriction (i.e. a trace theorem on cotangent bundles), rnny lead to a way to cure this difficulty.
Let 1( be a conic set in JR". i : J' E mn --+ (.r, O) E IRn+l. Define a semi-norm: for I a conic set of IRk and
Then, a proof of the classical trace theorem ( see e.g. in Taylor [26] , pages 20-21) implies the following inequa.lity.
Thus the map i~ may be extended to be a bounded map from H:ne(x x IR., J{ x IR) to
Let I1 2 be the projection map to the frequency space ( or the second factor). We may reformulate this result in tenns of 1/ 1 .d.u .. [14] , demonstrates the relation between the wavefront of the restriction of a distribution and tlie wavefront set of its own. However the result does not directly lead to any explicit bound. Here, in this direction, we present a result together with an estimate. The proof follows directly from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 
Proof of Theoren1 1.1
Recall the assumption made in Sect ion ] .
(A) Sllpp(8er) C {:r" > t:} .
for E > 0 small.
For simplicity, we shall abo assume that ! 1 is an integer. Without any further difficulty, the proof may be extended formally to cover the genera.I case.
Let ¢ E C 0 be supported inside the characteristic surface and the set {xn < c/2}.
Multiplying¢ to both sides of equal.ion (:3.:3), we have 
A dual problem to (3.24) ,
where w E Co(n) with O = {IR 11 x (O,Ti)} n {t > lxl + t:}, for a small t: > 0.
Thus if we can show that for any W E C 0 (!1)
then it can be concluded that Green's identity and integratiou by parts lead to Since the above integrals liavc similar forms, we will only give a detail estimate of 1 1 by making the following remark on tl1e estimate of 1 2 : Now, by integration by parts, tl1e first term of the right hand side can be studied just like 1 1 ; while the second term may also he handled in a similar fashion as for 1 1 . • ES( Q 2 ) is a small conic neighborhood of {Vr · ~ = O};
The
• Q/s symbol q2 = 1 near {vr · ( = O} n {(x,~), l~I 2 l}.
Recall the definitions of (Ji and Q 2 . We can again rewrite 1 1 as, for a </> 1 (x) E Cgc'(f!') with Remark. With a few necessary changes, the proof of Proposition 3.3will still work. Observe that the only major difference to the analysis before is that each one of the transport equations now possesses an extra term, which may be viewed as a "source" term. Certainly, these extra terms are responsible for the /5cr term in the estimate of our main theorem.
V·-./e may also rewrite the right hand side of (3.15) 
